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CHAPTER I 
Introduction
The use of synthetic polymer as substitute for natural
materials is growing in importance,,Their use,however,
creates new problems associated with the prevention of
their detoriation.If these problems can be solved«the
useful life of these materials will be prolonged.
In general the ageing process is due to the simultaneous
effects of oxygen,sunlight and heat.However,to study these
combined chemical# processes is quite complicated.lt is
much more profitahie §d*f€u$y these effects one by one. 
as
As for.the titte effect of heat is concerned,a great deal
of work has been none on the thermal degradation of 
poly (methacrylate ) sp< 
many other materials
, olystyrene r poly (vinyl chloride) a\?&
(D
On the other hand,the mechanism of the detoriation 
due to oxidation and radiation is less well known a3t!*o i- 
a considerable amount of work has been done 0 In c
years interest in space exploration has made new and 
unusual, demands upon synthetic materials.This has lend 
to renew interest in photo-degradation.
To study the mechanism of oxidation if is necc^ r, 
to identify the reaction products as well as to off-''
intimate knowledge of the initiation step®Due to the small
concentration of the reaction products in the initial
stages it is difficult to identify them*At higher extends
of reaction the reaction products become more numerous
and more complicated and this makes it difficult to use
them as a basis for studying the initiation reaction*
To avoid secondary processes dominating the rate of the
overall reaction it is advantageous to study model
compounds of polymers ,ie« small molecules having the same
functional groups as the polymers .This has been done,
for example in the eases of Nylon R a y o n 5 ) » « n d  
rubber(6-11)-
However,care must be observed in the use of model
compounds since the polymer chain envenfment and factors 
like crystallinity can have a large effect on the cou.rro 
of reaction in polymer.
A lot of progress has been made in t&e study of 
olefins which are model compounds for rubber*It is 
useful,therefore,before considering the oxidation of 
polystyrene to discuss olefin oxidation*
3Qxid it on of Olefin
A vast amount or research has been done on this subject. 
Recently great progress has been made in this field, 
notably by Grlegee^^~1^and Farmer who showed 
independently that the initial product product of oxidation 
of cyclohexane was a hydroperoxideoParmer suggested that 
the oxidation of olefins is a chain reaction involving 
the addition of a molecule of oxygen to the carbon atom 
adjacent to a double bond,to form a hydroperoxide.
-CHg-CH-CH- ♦ 02 — > -CH(OQH) - CH « CH -
This w%s supported by a large amount of experimental
MS-19).evidence by Parmer and his co*»orkersv ' The mechanism
and kinetics of reaction was established by Bolland,
f 20—21)Bateman,Gee and their ooj%»orkers * '“They determined 
rates of oxidation of ethyl linoleate oy measuring the 
oxygen absorbtion.They found that the rate increased 
linearly with the amount of . oxygen absorbed.They showed 
that the reaction was initiated by the thermal decomposition 
of the ethyl linoleate hydroperoxide,the sole product 
of the earlf stage of the reaction,and that the auto- 
catalytic nature of the reaction derived fi'om this.
4-
The following mechanism^ accounted for their experimental 
observation of olefins- oxidation.RH represents the olefin 
with an«<. methylenic hydrogen atom H, r^ is the rate of 
chain initiation,and the k°s are the velocity coefficients 
of reaction indicated„
Initiation :Froduction of R* or ROO9 radicals 
Propagation: R 9 + O2 ■■■■) R00° k;)
RCX)9 + HR — * ROOH + R'
Termination : R 9 + R 9 ^ B011 initiating
or propagating k^
! XI t ft %
R* ♦ BOO* C
BOO* ♦ BOO* J products*
In respect to^  these reactions the rate of oxidation 
is related to the rates of elementary reactions by tho
equationo
&r°r 1
V  _=s. r1 k^kf(88^2^6 X
^  d(t) k5k|(RH) + k ^ C ^ T ,  3»i)'2'
This was found to apply to a large numbe 
olefins and diolefins^2^"2^ *
The oxidation of oumene« a model coumpound for polystyrene 
also ohejB the above equation^ *2®*2^^0
5The oxidation of pol.ystyrene.
(1) .Introduction.
Studies of the oxidation of several polymers das been 
done by ftesrobian and T o b o l b y  measuring the volume 
of oxygen absorbed.Using the rate of oxygen uptake as a 
criterion of oxidisibility they showed that polymers with 
double bonds in their backbones were particularly 
susoeptible to oxidative degration and those with 
eleetrophilio side groups,like chlorine,carbonyl and 
phenyl (polystyrene) sere nuoh less reactive * A qualitative 
relationship between ease of oxidation or oxidisibility 
and ease Of polymerisation was pointed out by the same 
authors.
(2)»Jelliaok'e Hydroperoxide Theory
Studies of the oxidation of polystyrene in air in tbe 
temperature range 180°C to 230°C hade been carried out by 
Jellinek^^’^^.He followed the progress of oxidation 
by determining the viscosity M*Wt. of the residual 
material at certain interval*A. rapid initial decrease 
in visooelty was observed, followed by a tail off .he 
attempted to explain his results in terms of the theory 
of random solssion,ehioh predicts a linear relation between 
the average number of chain breaks per original ohain 
and the time of degradation for the initial stages of 
the degradation.straight lines were,however,not obtained,
6instead a rapid tailing off was observed*This led him to 
the conclusion that inhibitor in the form of anteoxidants 
were formed concurrently with the chain breaks»The 
antioxidant was proved to be benzaldehyde*The following 
reaction scheme was therefore proposed*
Polystyrene + 0«
Polystyrene hydroperoxide
J'
Chain scission
i
Inhibitors
fl
Cf H
I i
H fl O H  Q 0i i  i i  I) i
^  C C  ♦ 0o ■■ <) ^ 0 " “ C .. . ■■■.• ..4 AA,C t
k » « I I i I
H Ph H Ph H
Hydroperoxide Chain sciseion
Bensaldehyde is then formed by the breaking off of the 
oxidised chain ends*
H H 0 0
• * m n
C ■“ C ■»" > fl —  C + a v C ■ Cfloi l l  T | d
Ph H Ph Ph Ph
The inhibition was assumed due to the reaction of 
bensaldehyde with the polystyrene hydroperoxide producing
7a benzalhydroperoxide thus preventing the styrene chain 
from breaking»
Evidence for Jellinekus Theory0 
(33)(1) *Achhammerw '"studied the infra red spectra of 
polystyrene irradiated and heated in air and came to the 
conclusion that the presence of carbonyl and hydroxyl groups 
were due to decomposition of hydroperoxide0
Zaitoun^^^resolved the spectra of carbonyl band into 
aldehydefketone and acid absorption•
(2)*Aohhammer and W a l l s t u d i e d  the gaseous 
products of thermal and photo-oxidation of polystyrene 
by mass-spectrometryoThey found that the products could 
come from the decomposition of a hydroperoxide formed at 
the oc position to the phenyl group*Thus the products of 
oxidation were in agreement with these expected from the 
reaction mechanism postulated by Jellineko
(3)°Beachell and Nemphos ^ "^demonstrated that replacement 
of hydrogen atom at the o< position to the phenyl group
by deuterium changes the rate of oxidation,while replacement 
at the fi position results in no appreciable change of rate..
aTbs coloration of polys tyrsnso 
Tbs coloration which occurs in uss in quo of tbs nost 
undesirable pr^ptrttH of polystyrenefthii m s  MigUftlly 
associated with oijaatlai.AohhiHMOg^^wgyitsd that 
tbs color of caidised polystyrene any bo due to* tbs 
formation of qolaoid 8trastures,resaltiiig fron peroxidation 
of tbs phenyl geotp in tbs para position.
OHg - 0 - OBg—  -CHg - 0 - Cflg
0
which could load to
~  OBj - C - CHg ~  ~  0 ^  - 0 - OBg
♦ Hao
M  ptwiH »>!■>■ »■ «wld 1mA fe* high ttaoqtlga 
la iltnHrtSM mgLat and )«Uwli| la tto vl«lUc 
m i a  at th» « M t m .
9Wall and bis coworker^^*^*^^ suggested an alternative 
theory to account for the changes which occurred in the 
visible and ultra* violet spectra of photo-oxidised 
polystyrene and also for certain post~i£radiatioa effects» 
They suggested that the chroaophores are closely related 
to bens&lacetophenone of which hydroperoxide is the 
precursor.
OOfi
I
CH - OH*,- 0 - OH* * CE** — * C - OH - C - 0 
1 * 1 ^ 1  I I
Ph Ph. Ph Ph Ph
♦ CE5-CB*f H20 
Ph.
(42}Grassiev / suggested that since the rate of coloration 
in presence- and absence of oxygen are comparable and tha 
principle characteristics are similar, it seems more 
probable that the hydroperoxide would decompose by way 
of a six-aenbered ring transition state rather than the 
direct formation of a substituted bensalacetophenone 
as formulated above.
It was also suggested that the color in polystyrene 
is due to conjugated carbon - carbon double bond in 
the polystyrene backbone.
Peng and Kennedy found that the coloration 
produced in polystyrene by irradiation in air is 
approximately proportional to the radiation dosage but 
very little color change is observed in the case of 
irradiation in vacuum.The maximum of absorption occurs 
at approximately 5 ^  m/«-o
It is clear that a great deal of work still remains 
to be done to clarify the above reactions <>
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Recent studies on photolysis and photo-pxidation* 
Recently Grassle made a study of the photolysis and 
photo-oxidation of polystyrene using 2537 A radiation.
Re found during photolysis that hydrogen is the only 
Tolatile product. ^
This is in agreement with the finding of Wall and 
Brown , who found the product of radiolysis of a 
number deuterated and ordinary polystyrenes exposed to 
gamma-rays from a Cobalt-60 source to be exclusively 
hydrogen with small amount of benzene arising from the 
solvent left in the polymer films.
In photo-oxidation at 25°C Grassie^*’^  found that the 
only volatile products of oxidation were carbon dioxide 
and water.
She effect of ultra-violet absorbers which are commonly 
used as stabilisers were also studied .
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Alms of the present work.
Tills work. was initially carried oat as a continuation 
of the work on the photo-oxidation of polystyrene 
carried out by H»A* Weir* (Glasgow University Ph.D thesis 1963> 
Be developed & piece of apparatus in which oxidation, 
photo-oxidation and photolysis could be carried out*
This apparatus was based on a simple differential manometer 
with some modifications. He also studied the effect of 
such variables as oxygen pressure, light intensity and 
temperature* ^
In the present work certain improvements and correction^ 
which are described in Chapter 2, were made to the apparatus 
and a correct oxygen uptake relationship was deduced*
In this work the effect of methyl substitution in 
various positions in the polystyrene molecule on oxidation, 
photolysis and colouration was studied* The effect 
of such variables as oxygen pressure, light intensity 
etc were also studied*
CHAPTER 2
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1• Preparation of Polymerso
(a). In troduction«
In order that the polymers might he as pure as possible, 
monomers were carefully purified and polymeriaed in 
vacuum, except for poly ( &  -methyl styrene) and 
poly ( 2,4,6 - trimethyl, styrene ) which were polymerised 
cationically under pure nitrogen*
Poly C oc~ methyl styrene )*
*c~ methyl styrene made by L* Light & Co was used*
The inhibitor was removed from the monomer by succ^feive 
waBhings with sodium hydroxide solution ( 10 % ) until 
no pink colour appearotF inally the monomer was washed 
with di6tilled water until washing were not longer 
alkaline to litfcmus. After standing for twenty hours 
over calcium chloride ( anhydrous ) the monomer was 
distilled at 54*0 , 20 mm. Hg pressure , the middle 
fraction being collected and stored at - 20 *0.
First it warn attempted to polymerise this monomer 
at -130*0 using the method of Hersberger A.B* and 
coworkers However difficulties in controlling
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tnfentOM at -i 30°and obtaining pure anhydrous aluminium 
chloride reaulted In Insoluble polymer, fids eight be 
orosslinked polymer or eery bigb molecular leifllt polymer 
which was partially crystalline.
Bus to this a polyaarlsation temperature van usedo
30 4  of methyl styrene aonooer was added to 300 el 
of distilled methylene chloride in a flee necked 
detachable flask • ftls flask was cooled to - 80°0 
in a dry loe ( solid carbon dioxide ) and acetone mixture. 
About 2 el of stannic chloride was introduced into the 
solntion with a syringe. The teuperature of the reaction 
mixture rose rapidly to - 66 °C. The reaction was continued 
until the temperature dropped back to - 78 *C „ A roughly 
equal volume of Analar methanol was added which precipitated 
the polymer as a white Jelly. This polymer dissolwed 
8 lowly and the solution in ohloroform wab filtered 
through a sintered glass crucible ( G#1, )• n o  filtrate 
was reprecipitated by Analar m e t h a n o l - 
This procedure was repeated * the resulting polymer was 
filtered' off sad dried under vacuum.
The yield mem 63 ft » molecular weight s ’67-non
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Since stannic chloride was never used before as a catalyst 
to polymerised <*-aetbyl styrene monomer, two more batches 
of v-methyl styrene monomer were polymerised in the 
same method in order to be sure* Almost the same results 
were obtained*
Poly C 2*4*6 styrene )«
This monomer ( Kooh Laboratories ) did not contain 
inhibitor* Attempts to purified it by reduced pressure 
distillation ( water tap ) resulted in polymerisation 
of the monomer* Distillation under high vacuum was 
suooesful .
However attempts to polymerise this monomer thermally 
at 80aC and also using asoisobutyronltrile ae~ catalyst 
resulted only in low yields ( 1 % ) and of low 
molecular weight ( 12*000 ) material9after 30 hours 
polymerisation period*
Oatlonioalljr polymerisation using the sans technique 
as in the polymerisation ofct- methyl styrene monomer 
ess suotessfu^vimg satisfactory yields ( 60 - 7QK) 
smd high molecular weight ( 70.000 end 96.000 )*
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Polystyrene. Poly C para methyl styrene ) aa M
Poly (2.5 dimethyl styrene )
Styrene ( Light lb Go ) % para methyl styrene ( Koch ) 
and 2,5 dimethyl styrene were polynerlsed at 60*0 using 
aaolsobutyronitrlle as catalyst. These monomers were 
purified by distillation under reduced pressure after 
inhibitor had been renewed by caustic soda solution as 
in the oaso ofetuettyl styrene.
eseatea*
She high vacuus apparatus used for filling the dilfato - 
aster is ahosn in figure 1 . Initiator was first
introduced into the diliatometer which was attached . 
to the system. This was evacuated to 1 0 torr by a
ed
aeroury diffusion puap back* by a rotary oil punp.
Tbs aonomr was introduced into the reservoir tube and 
degassed three tines under high vacuum by the alternate 
f reusing and thawing technique. The first 10 % of the 
■onaser was eliminated by distilling into the bulb, B. 
than the noiaa— g m s  distilled into the dll|atometer by
Figure 1
c
Y
B
rj
D
A
R
Apparatus for filling dilatometer,
B - Bulb, D - Dila tome ter, R - Reservoir, HoVo - to High Vacuum
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immersing the dillatometer in liquid nitrogen until the 
required amount of nonoaer was obtained. Finally the 
dillatoaeter was sealed off under high vacuus, 
goto— rlaattoa.
The polymerisation was carried out at 60*0 in a water 
thermostat controlled to ±  0.05#C by a Bun vie H.V.S. type 
relay actuated by a seroury toluene regulator. The 
contraction during polymerisation at 60*0 was correlated 
with the degree or gereentage of polymerisation using 
Melville a Valentine data for polystyrene and Qrasele 
S Rtskalla data ( private cowaum nation ) for 
para methyl styrene.
The polymerisation was stopped at 10 %  conversion by 
immersing the dilatometer in a freezing mixture. The 
polymer - monomer mixture was dissolved in analar 
chloroform and the polymer precipitated by adding this 
solution slowly to stirred methanol o 
The polymer was them oolleoted and roughly dried. It 
was then repreoipltated, oolleoted and dried throughly 
under vacuum.
1d
2) Molecular Weight hamrwntt.
4X1 the Boleeolir veldts qoated In this tbftsls were 
Measured uiiof t Meehrolab Model 501 High Speed 
Msnhrans Oanoneter.
P»«ertbtlOtt of U »  U m t r u a * at.
4 ssnbrsne Is clasped hcrlsontallj between two stainless 
steel, plates baring special groove patterns for 
distribution of the solvent and solution, fastened to 
tbs top plate are two tube* for introduction and withdrawal 
of solution ( or solvent for reference )• The hot ton 
grooved plate has a 0*006* I .p. glass capillary oeaneoted 
to it*
then this uystsu is filled with solvent, the hydrostatic 
pressure of the button of the nonbrane is adjusted by 
vertical notion of the solvent reservoir. The reservoir 
is nounted os! vertical screw, which is driven by a srew 
aotar to aojust the position of the reservoir. Digital 
and recorder read this position .
Solvent flow through the nanbreas is detected by 
focussing an optical eysteu on the section of the lower 
capillary share a snail air bubble has been introduced.
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She light source has bean focussed la such a wap that 
the jhot«o*U f U M d  at right angles to the souroe 
receives each m n  light with air lathe capillary than 
•1th solvent. gf placing the top of the air hobble 
at the MKtot of the optioal axle * the light intensity 
eg the phot Dos 11 «U1 change sharply with loraaent of 
the bobble. Sbla ohange of light latenelty la used to 
dslve the H m a s t a r  throogh the amplifier and thna to 
lijut the preeeure oajkfae bottoa of the aeehraae.
la operation, the solvent le fleet placed on both 
•Meg of the matrons and a etable reeding observed 
after aheet flee alantee. She eolvent oa top of the 
a a h m e  la tbaa-repleeed la than replaced with solution 
aad a aa> reading obtained. Provided ao solute# 
pam oates the aaahrane, this reading should be obtain^ in 
•boot five alautes. she differences between the two 
readings is the osnotlo preseore of the solution.
*ha basis equation for aaleoular weight calculation is
V 3  • »f /  »
t t  le oamtte pro seers» 0 le eonoaatratioa of the solution, 
B to gae eeaMont, S le the abeolute toaperatore aad 
Be le ember average aolsoalar weight.
B t . B S / ^
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3° Preparation of Film* 
a) .Choice of F U i fliio taeag .
The standard film thickness nsed in experiments was 
a ooaproaiss arrived at after consideration of a 
number of faetors* A Terj definite lower liait results 
froa the fact that very thin films are extre— ly brittle 
and diffioult to handle. The limit at which this 
occurs Taries very — oh froa poly— r to poly— r*
Sxcept for poly ( 2,4,6 tri— thyl styre—  ) all the 
other can be easily aade at thickness of 0*007 inch*
b) Absorbance of 2537 A line*
All poly— r studied have a high extinction coefficient 
for the 2537 A line , the intensity is reduced to less 
than 1 %  by passage through a film of 0*01 mm* Thus 
films of 0*007 inch will absorb virtually all the 
incident light*
o) Diffusion of oxygen
The diff— ion of oxygen will occur in the initial 
stags when oxygen oo—  s into contact with the fils*
It will re— h a stage that the number of moles of
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oxygon leaving the film will be the sane as the number t# 
of oxygen enters6 into the film.
When the film is irradiated by U.V. this equilibrium 
has already been achieved. Oxidation occurs only near 
the surface of the fils and the amount of reaction 
gradually decreases to sere in those layer of film 
which receive no U.7. radiation, that is at a 
depth of O.OI mm*
The oxygen used during oxidation reaction is replaced 
by diffusion of oxygen frost the cell*
The rate of diffusion of oxygen into polystyrene at 
28 0 aad 600 mm is 7 X 10~?oc/ on2/ an/ minute or 
19 X 10*® moles/ cm2/ *01 mm/ hour. ( Barrer^®^and 
8tannett In oxidation experiments it was found
that the rate of oxidation of polystyrene is 
9 X lOT^moles/ on2/ .01 an/ hour.,hence the rate of 
diffusion is at least two times greater than the rate 
of o»t<rtio« This lndleatoa tlut fcbo (gjfg n  u m <i up 
&• nplaort ao that photo-oxidation reaction
of polyrtyiw i Is no* U K M «  e w t n U H ,  n g u d l s M
Mof the thickness of film used.
d ) Preparation of film 
Since this is a surface reaction it is important to 
have films of known area.- and thickness. Similar 
experiments carried out on the powder polymer would 
have yielded conflicting and erratic results due to such 
variables as surface area, layer thickness and so on.
The polymer ( 1 gm ) was dissolved in A.B.chloroform 
( 20 ml ) and the solution filtered. It was then poured 
into a petri disc containing carefully purified mercury. 
After 24 hours the solvent had evapourated and the 
film was freed from the side of the disc by cutting 
the edges with a rasor or sometimes simply by agitating 
the mercury a little.
Traces of solvent might participate in the photo* 
oxidation reaction and for this reason it is necessary 
to remove it cospletely from the film. It was found 
that chloroform can not be removed by continous pumping 
under high vacuum at room temperature even if this was 
continued for several days. This can be seen from the
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—1deformation v ib ratio n  peak of the C -'C l a t 1218 oa 
in  the I.R . spectra. However i f  the film  is  heated 
a t 130*0 under high vacuum fo r a period of 3 hours 
the 0 -  01. peak disappeared. Figure 2 .
She apparatus used is  shown in  Figure 3 •
The film  was pXaeed in  the socket S,which was attached to  
high vacuum system and the apparatus pumped a t 10~^ 
fo r 3 hours* then placed in  a furnace while pumping 
was continued. The temperature was held w ith in  the 
range 125 *  135*C.
Removal of chloroform from a p,o(.iaoS» film
%Tran8mittanceo
-30
J60
yJr
1400 1200
.^4
Frequency (cm )0
(1). Undried film's peak Tor C-H of Chloroform rocking vibo
(2). Dried at 150 C( 10~^torr ) for 1 hour*
(3)* Dried at 150 C ( 10~^ torr ) for 3 hours.
It is clear from this IoR. spectra that the
C-H rocking vibration peak of chloroform disappears 
completely after three hours of heating.
Figure 3
HoVo
Apparatus for drying films.
F - Film, H - Heater, S - Socket, H.V. - High Vacuum.
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Oxidation Apparatus
7b» apparatus was & m odified version of th a t used 
by Orassle sad te ir ^ ^ ^ . I t  consisted of two o e lls  
of almost equal volume joined by a d iffe re n tia l 
eiuinmetiT ■ fig u re  4* Tbs lower p art o f the o e lls  
are constructed from B*40 pyrex cones and the upper 
parts consist of Bo40 fused s ilic a  sockets ( Tberaal 
Syndicate Ltd ) w ith  fla tten e d  ends through which the 
u ltra -v io le t rad ia tio n  Is  transm itted* The c e lls  are 
Independently joined to  the oxygen supply and high vacuum 
system* They can be iso lated  from these and from each 
other by closing stop-oook T  ^ and The film s  are 
oxidised In  one of the c e ll* say while O2 which is  
under the sane condition of tem perature, pressure and 
irra d ia tio n , acts as a compensating volume* In  th is  way 
varia tio n  In  pressure a ris in g  from s n a il flu c tu a tio n  
in  ambient temperature are balanced out. However la te r  
i t  w ill become c lea r th a t without C2 the ra te  oan not 
be calculated* Che manometer is  constructed from heavy 
w all precision bore tubing of diameter 3 mm*
Figure 4
HoV,
Ifc 0 III*
T1
(ZZB----------
OXIDATIOI APPARATUS 
C't»<'2  : C e il 1 and c e ll 2 , M : manometer , K.L. s water le v e l 
*V ^ 2 #^ 3 x stopcocks , H .V .: high vacuum system and oxygen 
supply system.
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The volume of C>| and C2 including tubing and 
T2 arc 93*55 aad 95*20 cc respectively,
5ttie arrangement of the film in is shown in Figure 5^* 
It la placed between two stainless steel rings of inner 
radius 1 cm and out radius 1.7 cm ( R ). The rings 
was screwed to a platform ( P ) which consists of two
on
perforated discs to avoid ultra-violet radiateenAthe grease 
or the absorbants* The absorbents are placed on little 
beakers in the cell, to remove the carbon dioxide and 
water produced during oxidation*
Identical compensating equipments ( with the exception 
of the film ) is placed in C2«
The mercury lamp, with its arc in a horizontal 
position is placed vertically and symmetrically above the 
silica socketso
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F - fila, R - two stainless steel rings,
P - stainless steel platform, S - B.A-0 pyrex oono
b ) Calculation of Exfce&d of Reaction.
Initially the rate of oxidation ^as calculated by 
the decrease in volume of oxygen in the cell containing 
the polymer film ( C^) using the equation of differential 
manometer. ( If .A. Weir, Ph.D. thesis Glasgow University 
1963* presubmitted ). In which the amount of oxygen 
absorbed is correlated by this equation.
  A. D. d.
v -  2' x TJJS
v is the volume of oxygen used by oxidation.
A is the area of cross-section of the manometer tube
D is the difference in manometer liquid height*
d is manometer liquid density.
However this equation was found unsuitable for this 
oxidation apparatus. This is because the preseuro of 
oxygen in C^and changes simultaneously during oxidation 
hence the equation for differential manometer which 
demands that one pressure ( Cg ) remains constant 
during reaction is violated. However it was found 
possible to calculate the extend of reaction by using
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gas lev. I t  is assumed that oxygen obeys the perfect 
gas laws a t 27*0 and within the pressure used*
V^ { is  the volume of and Is the volume of C2 . 
She pressure in  and C2 before reaction is PJjfc P2 , 
d Is  the density of nanonetric liquid, d^ (13*6) is 
tbs density of neroury in  gns/cc, a is the surface
p
area of cross-section o f the nanoneter tube ( in cm ),
0 is  the observed d ifference lu  leve ls  ( cm ) and
Y is  the reaction temperature ( absolute )
During oxidation the n^iiaous of c2
the nanometer liq u id  in  lim b I  
rises and in  limb I I  drops*
pjj - pressure in cell I
pij - pressure in cell C2
P,|« Pjj ( before oxidation )
P£ - pressure i& C1 during oxidation*
Pg • pressure in C2 during oxidation.
n  - ^
- mlaa. of n m m  la C^ , beaoo Y£ . y.j _ * a.d.
..II. I-6
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The number of moJ.es of oxygen used in oxidation 
( n - a' ) -(P-jV.j - P|V|)/ BT 
By substituting the value of F I and V£
13.6 A.D.P,j (  V« ♦ VJj )
"27.2
A.D2.d ( VJj -  VJj )
27.2(VJj ♦ iA .D ) Kt
Since D, i f  measured every hour, is  always in  the range
2 z
of 0.1 -  0*01 cm>hmmee D and are small and can be 
regarded as n eg lig ib le  especially  i f  \ VJj - VJj \ <  5 cc e 
For th is  reason a t te s t  had been made to  make VJj as
n
la rge as V29 S*®0® in  th is  case VJJ & V2J are w ith in  1-2 cc 
end VJj + iA .D  can be regarded as VJj or V,j and VJj + V^  
is  roughly equal to  2Yjj or 2VJjo 
Hence the above equation can be s im p lified  to
, A .D .P i # d.DaVJJ
a -  of* 2 - +  --------2 -  2( a .P I/M  ♦ d.?i/13.6B X ) D /2 .
HT 13.6 Hf
•  f.D /2 .
f la tba aansltlvlty of the afpintu If 0/2 » 0.001 ea 
•ad it la clear Mint thla eeasltlvlty m i  be Improved
2d. VJj .VJj .0
27.2( VJj + iA.D)ET
A2.d.D5
5.4A(V^ +iA.D)BT
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toy attiring TJj an s a a ll an possible • in  th is  experiment 
a v o la a  o f YJJ van about 95 co. The s e n s itiv ity
oaa also bo increase^bj reducing the oxygen pressure Pjj
or ttgr isoroanlng tbs temperature T* However the ehnaleal 
rose tic s  s ight bo offoetod by the change o f pressure 
or to ap ire tu rn .
S e n s itiv ity  o f apparatus a t 27 0 and 600 am Ha
A Is  99/1400 c i2 , Pjj is  60 oa Hg , T  in  300 I  ,
R in  62400 oo« oa Hg /  so la , degree.
is  51*40 ♦ 42.15 oc « 93-55 cc. 
and d in  94/100 gu/oc.
Honco the s e n s itiv ity  (  f  } is  1 .13 X 10~^ a d o  /  ca.
the s a a lle s t aaount o f oxygen used daring oxidation  
is  f  X 10*? vhioh is  equal to  1 .13  X 10*® soles o f oxygon.
Xt w ill bo shown la te r  th a t i t  is  qu iet Impossible to
aoanure 1 .13  X 10~-* solos o f oxygen in  practice*
Xt is  o f in te re s t to  calcu late  the olmngo in  n eas itiw lty  
w ith pressure * I t  has bean shown in  page 2d th a t 
f  -  2 {  A .PJJ/ «  + d.TJ}/ 13*6 R f >. 
t  » t«P ♦  O • k  sad C are constants.
k  •  91A S  •  7 .5$  X ‘K f8  ,  0 -  2 4 .1 }/ 1J.6  K  -  .69  X10~5.  
•m m  X .  7 .55  X 1 0 '8 F t  .6 9 1  10“5.
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C alculation  fo r photolysis.
fo r photolysis the seas apparatus vas tiaad. The f l la  
was '^ radiated under vacuum*
* O* Pg • A*P/13«6
?1 .  7 . ?2 -  7  ♦ A .D /2.
f<l * T« fg ■ I*
a* -  a -<P2V2 -  P1T1)/BT -  ( 4 .D /13 .6 . X + t<U» -  0)/BT
-< 4 .T ,,/ 1?.6B9D).]> +(Ad/2X1$.6 BSD ) D2.
I f  0 < 10 on th is  Is  xougtly equal to  
n8 -  a  » (4 .? 1/1 3 .6  BS)B -  6 .9  X 10-6  D /2 .
quantity
Hence the a a a lle s t o f photolysis product which oan 
he detected is  6 .9  X 10"*^  so le .
y\
c. Factors influencing the sensitivity or the 
ytid a tio a  apparatus
1* Area o f cross-section of aaaooeter*tube* Ir o t  t in  
equation i t  can be ehoen th a t tbe sa& ller A (area o f cross- 
aeotion) tba a a a ila r f  becomes, that ia 9 the more sen sitive  
the aparutua becomes. B o te m , th is  should not be too sa& Il 
to  oanse o ^ p illa ry  e ffe c t on the nanometer liq u id *
2* A can 11 volume would also mean a more sensitive  
apparatus* I t  is  essentia l to construct toe sm allest 
e ffe c tiv e  volume VJt and Vj& to  obtain the maximum s e n s itiv ity  
of th is  apparatus*
3* 91m s e n s itiv ity  o f th is  apparatus is  not inversely
proportional to  the density o f its  manometer flu id  as was 
o rig in a lly  assumed* However, the s e n s itiv ity  does decrease 
i f  the density increases. Bg. by using mercury as manometer 
flu id  the s e n s itiv ity  of th is  apparatus decreases by 9 tim es, 
but not by 16 times i f  mercury is  used instead of d io c ty l- 
sebaoate*
Choice o f nanometer flu id  is  based on the fo llow ing
footers*
a* low density*
h* lam vapour pressure*
o# lam aoaorption of 2537 A radiation.
d» Ism remotlvity with oxygen.
a* Ism surf ass tsosisn*
f. Ism viscosity*
$2
AL On this basis, dicctyl-sebacate was chosen.
However, silicone fluid night be more suitable due to its 
lower vapour pressure and lower surface tension although i t  
has a s lig h tly  higher specific gravity.
4 . She pressure and temperature w ill also influence the 
s e n s itiv ity  of th is  apparatus, but they w ill also influence 
the reaction  ra te * 27 0 and 600 on. were found to  be 
satis facto ry  standard conditions fo r the in vestig atio n .
P. Factors which w ill influence the correct functioning  
o f the apparatus
1 . Oxidation of grease. This is  due to  the 2$$? A 
u ltra v io le t lig h t passing through the lower p art o f the B.40 
fused s ilic a  sockets. I t  was found th is  e ffe o t caused a lo t 
of irreproducable resu lts  u n til the s ilic a  sockets were 
covered by copper tube leaving only the top parts open to  
radiation.
2. Desorption o f absorbed gases by the nanometer f lu id . 
This e ffe c t is  especia lly  apparent in  the vacuum photolysis. 
I t  could be elim inated by degassing the flu id  by freesing  
and thawing before carrying  out the reactio n .
3. mercury vapour at room tenperatue can interfere w ith  
the reaction in two ways.
a. Xt can be calculated ^  that 1 oa. column of air 
ccetaipiag mercury vapour at 25*0 is sufficient to reduce the 
intensity of 253? A radiation to 20% of its incident value.
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b. The absorption of 2537 A radiation by mercury 
vapour is  an atmosphere of oxygen resu lts  in  the produotion 
of osooe.
Absorption of rad ia tio n  gives excited atoms of mercury- 
*j(6 *S0) ♦ hr ( 2537 1 )  a*’ ( 6 \  )
In  absense of c o llis io n s  these become deactivated by 
fluorescing, but oxygen quenches th is  fluorescence atomic 
oxygen and osooe being formed. ^  ^
Hg' (  6 ^ , )  ♦ 0^ — *• 0 + HgO
0 + 0^ ♦ ■  > 0, ♦ II
She o ve ra ll reactions w ill be complicated i f  the oxygen 
contains osooe and th is  should be avoided.
4 . So obtain a constant in te n s ity  o f 2537 A rad ia tio n  
the s ilic a  sockets were cleaned thoroughly and the water 
le v e l was kept constant a t 1 cm. from the s ilic a  window. 
D irt in  the mater can reduce the in te n s ity  of 2537 A so the 
mater mas changed a fte r  every experiment.
3*
e» Estimation of E rro r.
5?he K Q dm t e rro r of th is  appapatna la  given bgr 
the form ula. (  Derived fro n  uptake equation on page 28 )
a A P ▼ density B 9
—  S since the eanoaeter tubing la  node o f precision  
k
bare tubing th le  e rro r would be very sm all.
» dP can be In  the range from 0 to  0*1 on. Bg.
P
and P taken as 80 on.
fl£ «  f i l l  -  J L
p 60 600
~  ■ msaonroeant o f the volume of the c e ll In  the 
oaldatlon apparatus Is  done by f i l l in g  i t  from a burette  
I t  can be reproduced to  *  i  00.
* " •  f f l •  ■■■ ! ■■■■ or roughly
▼ » • »  100
4 t tn t t t E )  .  tk ia  ema be assumed to  be very um U«% 
density
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—  • dD is difficult to judge since this depends
D
on personal judgement of the manometer fluid level as
seen through the microscope, hut it would be reasonable
to asBUBie it to be * 0o002 cm* In order to make —
D
smaller, D is measured at a reasonable interval say every 
30 to 60 minutes. D has a value between 0.30 - 0o80mm.
Thus dB b QoOfg 2_
D " 0.050 " 50 " 100
She accuracy can be increased by increasing the 
interval time of reading* From this view it can be seen 
that however attractive is the idea to measure the initial 
rate of oxydation that is to say measuring every ten 
minutes it will cause great error. Since the difference in 
every ten minutes reading is about .008 cm* and the error due 
to.
a* reading the vernier can cause an e rro r of * 0*001 cm* 
b* reading the meniscus of manometer liq u id  can at 
le as t oause an e rro r of *  0*001 cm* Adding th is  together 
the e rro r in  reading, the movement of the manometer flu id  is  
a t le a s t 0*002 e n a  c/v~-
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( t a  e rro r o f reading every ten ainutes *111 bo
iaSSS. x 10QK - 25*.
0.00®
4.* / t. *.* Is 0.01 E
* Is 300 E
d«f /  f  •  Qo01/300 which is  a a a ll and can ba M glaot«d.
a m  on ,<u , ®P ,d? , d (deaelty) , < * ! > , «  
d A P V daaaity D f
0  + 1/600 + 1/100 ♦ 0 ♦ 4/100 ♦ O 
5/100*
ffana by taking tin reading ovary hour tha aoourmoy 
or tha l i a l t  o f poaaihla known a rro r is  3d*
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f .  w yaw  supply system*
the « jitM  shown la  figure $ is  need to  supply the 
oxidation apparatus « i t t  tbs required pressure o f oxygen*
M s  system is  connected to  the oxidation apparatus 
and evacuation is  achieved by & sercury d iffu s io n  p u p  
booked by a ro ta ry  o il pump*
tbs reservo ir B»1« is  f ille d  w ith oxygen of about
ec
TOO an Hg and fi*2. w ith  oxygon at pressure of about
/K
J00 an Hg or lower i f  the required pressured in  the oxidation  
apparatus is  lower than 300 an Hg*
th is  system is  supplied w ith oxygon d ire c t from the 
cylin d er by slow ly opening the tap* I f  the pressure 
in  the system is  s lig h tly  less than the required pressures 
tbs oxygen in  H«2* is  allowed to  f i l l  the gap* i f  tbs 
pressure in  the system is  s lig h tly  higher than tbs 
required pressure than sons oxygon is  allowed to  e^er 
E*1*
•star and other condensable gossan ( at - 78*0) 
free tbs orvygan cylinder ase e end assert in the cold trap.
Figure 3
Op fron
cylinder
T.6
®r
Oxygen supply apparatus*
H*1, R*2, ■ Reservoirs, T'i to T6 ■> Stopcocks.
X -  Manometer, T r -  cold tra p , H.Vo -  to High Vacuum system. 
J -  Olase jo in t to  oxidation apparatus*
Bastion 3
A n a ljrtle a l »o h n i< « ii» .
( D
I  l ir k lf t - l lM r  Motel 237 8paotro«ater waa used to  
ix tfre -rad  «b«or|ytioa spectra o f polystyrene f l lM *  
f te  f i l v  asm  slipped In  sta in less a to o l rings* 
fhe f i l l  th iotaess used was 0*007 inoliaa ♦ 0.001 Jnotu
(2) .  P ltga«*Tlolet Ssastga.
4 ttnioaa 8P. u X tN h T io U t and v is ib le  recording 
spsetroneter ta s  naod. $fae f iln a  aere olipped in  
atain laaa a ta o l rin g s , fhs f i l a  thickness used m s . 
0*00? inches ♦ 0*001 inch*
(3). O slosrinetar Analysis*
fhe extent o f eo lsu ratiaa  o f polystyrene and natfcyl 
•H s iiM a A  polystyrenes aara determined ssiag an 
I J . L  *  gpeetm  * o e io n rln etar,
film s  m is  fix e d  to  t e  vladoaa o f saople compartmen t ' 
and emulate In ten*
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(4)llag8 Spec troae tr io  Analysis of Products,
The gaseous products of photo-degradation were 
introduced in to  the saaple in le t of an Ao£«I*-lft*S* 9 
double foeusslng uses speotrouetrJtf • The s e n s itiv ity  
of th is  instrument is  such th a t 1 ( f 6 -  10~^ as B& 
of v o la tile  m aterials is  adequate fo r analysis*
Instrument • blanks * aere run and a ll  peaks on
the spectrum sere compared w ith  the corresponding
peaks on the * blank " speotruu • The d ifference of the
two speotruus was taken as the sample speotruu*
0«i
The photo-degradations were c a rrie d *in  a spec ia lly  
aade apparatus shown in  Figure 7*
The d tra -Y io le t lamp
The leap used fo r producing short-wave u ltra -v io le t 
rad ia tio n  (253? A ) was a fianovia ” C hrouatolite ” 
leap , which is  a low pressure mercury are*
0
D m  IhIi w IIj  off th* few* m m m b o * U b m  at 18t9 A 
n t  2557 A as* * n h  gr*at*r than thoa* of all M m  
otter o«**l*ogfrt* p*****t.
fte Mtgat at tel* laap m  a**sor*A tp te***i* and
CHAPTER 3
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CHAPTER 3
The high vacuum photolysis of p«cx.n.8.» polystyrene 
and various substituted polystyrene*
(1) Introduction.
To study how the photo-oxidation is initiated it has been 
found worthwhile to study the photolysis in order to 
define the action of ultra-violet radiation in promoting 
oxidation*
In order to avoid reaction with traces of oxygenf it 
wad therefore necessary to eliminate the oxygen from 
the polymer by pumping it under high vacuum for a long 
periode The photolysis was also carried out under high 
vacuum condition. ( 10“^ mm Hg ).
(2) Experimental.
a) Rate of Photolysis.
The photolysis was carried out in the oxidation 
apparatus at 27 as described in Chapter 2.
Films used were 0.007” + 0.001" thick and the 
ultra-violet arc to film distance was 9 cm.
Typical photolysis results are given in Figure, d 
and Table #__ .
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Table 1a
Poker mer. Time. Extend
(flours) ( sole
(1). p.e» 0,0 0.0.
3o0 0.11.
6o0 0.20.
9.0 0.31.
12.0 0.42.
(2)« p.p.a.8. 0.0 0.0.
3.0 0.12
6.0 0.26.
9.0 0.47.
12.0 0.53.
(3)« P»2|5 di*B»8#Q^o 0.0.
3.0 0.17*
6.0 0.41
9.0 0.49*
12.0 0.69.
(%)• P«i(«e«8* 0.0 0.0.
3-0 0.31*
6.0 0.68.
9.0 0.9*o
12.0 1.30.
fi
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flat (flours)
(1 ) -  palyrtjrr— » (2 ) •  polp(pan w tk r l ( t ix M )
(3 ) •  p d r(2 « S  mtjxmH),
(4) - p.«uus.
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The rates of reaction are exceedingly small and not 
easily reproduced to a high degree of accuracy.
In order to obtain more reliable relative values for 
the various polymers each experiment was repeated a 
number of times.The results obtained and the final 
average values are represented in Table g .
table 2. .
Experiments Number of moles of volatiles product
per cm^ of polymers with thickness 
of 0*007” per hour*
Polystyrene p.para m.s. m e 8 o p o ms •
1 .390x 10~8 ,34x 10-8 ,62x 10'8 1,05x 10“d
2 .35 x 10~8 .47 xlCT8 .71 x10“8 .84 x 10“8
5 .24 x  10“8 .59 x10~8 .59 x10“8 1.20 x10-8
4 .41 x 10-8 .41 x10“8 .51 x10~8 1.14x 10“8
5 .51 x 10"8 .53 x10~8 .65 x10“8 .91 x10“3
6 .37 x10-3 .76 x10“8
Average .34 x 10"8 .45 x10“8 .64 xIO"8 1.03x 10~3
The above average results were taken as an hourly 
average of 12 hours photolysis products*
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From these results it is obvious that polystyrene is 
the most stable polymer and poly<K-methyl styrene la 
the least stable polymer among this group .The methyl 
substitution causes an increase in the rate of 
photolysis* k question which arises from this is whether 
methyl substitution makes the breaking of the 0 - fl bond 
er to the phenyl group easier or whether it is due to 
the breaking of C - OHj itself. Information about this 
should be obtainable through an analysis of the products 
of degradation since some of the hydrogen which is the 
only volatile product of photolysis of polystyrene would 
be replaced by methaaa^ass spec t rone trio or radio-active 
tracer techniques might be applicable to the extremely 
small quantity of products available„
It seems possible that the increase "rate of photolysis 
is due to the combined effect of increase in 0 - H bond 
scission together with an additional contribution 
from C - OHj scission.
b) Products of Photolysis*
For the purpose of obtaining a sample of volatile 
prodoe ts for analysis« photolysis was carried out in the 
modified apparatus Illustrated * in Figure ? »
Figure 7
Product of photolysis cell 
F - Film, F*fi. •+ Film-holder, S - Silica cel)., 
C - Cover to avoid irradiation of grease.
T - stopcock.
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The analysis was carried out using an M.S»9 A.B.I. 
mass spectrometer. However, since the background peaks were 
large in comparison with the peaks from the volatile products 
the analysis of these products could not be made quantitative.
It was established however, that products like H2» CH^,
are produced in the photolysis of poly methyl styrene and 
the various substituted polystyrenes etc. Thus C-C as well as 
C-H bonds are broken during photolysis,
c. Determination of Quantum Yield.
Some information about the nature of a reaction mechanism 
can often be deduced from the value of the quantum yield. For 
example chain reactions often have overall quantum yields
greater than unity. The quantum output of the source at 2537 A
pis 3<>1 x 10 7 einsteins/cm /sec. at a distance of 3 inches.
U O
The quantum yield ( 0 ) can be defined as
2
0 - Number of moles of gaseous product/cm /sec.
Number of enisteins of 2537 A quanta absorbed/cm^/sec.
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p o ljs tjru M  
p*para. n*s
p*35 lo t*
Poly—r
Rata of gaseous products
2Produced/cn/hour i
1 .03 x  10"® mol*
Quantum Y ie ld  
9.9 * 10"3 
3.2 x 10"3 
4 .0  x 10"3 
5.7 x 10"3
0.37 x 10"® ■ 
0 .45  x  10"® » 
0 .64  x  10"® ■
A t  quantum y ie ld  of a ll  these polymers la  less than 
u n ity , thus there is  no p o sitive  evidence of a chain reaction  * 
d* K ffeo t o f In te n s ity  on the Rate of Photolysis*
Poe to  d iffic u lty  in  obtaining reproducible resu lts  in  
photolysis th is  experiment is  lim ite d  to  poor*a*8* because th is  
polymer gives the highest ra te  of production of v o la tile s *
The re s u lt is  shown in  Rig* & which illu s tra te s  th a t the ra te  
is  proportional to  the in te n s ity  of u*v* rad ia tio n * This is  
not conclusive evidence against a chain reaction  which might 
be expected to  give a square root re la tio n s h ip , but taken in  
conjunction w ith  the re la tiv e ly  low o ve ra ll quantum y ie ld  i t  
does seem lik e ly  th a t a chain reaction  is  not involved*
Figure 5
3.5
64/fr
R elative in ten s ity *
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3* Discussion of the Photolysis Processes*
a. Primary Processes*
In  view of the fa c t th a t hydrogen is  the only v o la tile  
product of photolysis o^polystyrene the primary chemical e ffe c t 
of the 2537 A ra d ia tio n  must be to  break C-H bonds. From 
■ethyl substituted styrenes methane also appears so th a t the 
scission of C-CH^ bonds must also be considered as a possible 
primary chemical reaction  in  these polymers. I t  is , th erefo re , 
of in te re s t to  consider the most lik e ly  p art a t which bond 
Bcisslon w ill take place under the influence of rad ia tio n  in  
the lig h t of the experiments which have been described above 
as w e ll as any independent evidence which is  a v a ila b le .
Of course 2537 A quanta are not absorbed d ire c tly  by 
C-C or C-H bonds, Shorter wavelength of the value of 1600 A 
are required . Instead the 2537 A quanta must be absorbed by 
the o rb ita ls  of the bensene rin g s , the energy being subsequently 
transferred to  the appropriate soissionable bond.
In  polystyrene there are three types of C-H bonds, namely
those jo in in g  the hydrogen atoms d ire c tly  to  the bensene rin g ,
which are o f type (sp ) and the methyl^  and te r tia ry  C-H bonds 
associated w ith  the main chain carbon atom and both o f which 
are of type (sp ^).
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These bonds are not a ll  equivalent and th e ir order of 
breaking t r i l l  be determined p rin c ip a lly  by two facto rs  
namely, bond d issociation  energy and hyperconjugation*
Bond D issociation Energy«
The concept of bond energies has been employed in  the 
estim ation o f heats of atom isation, s ta b ilis a tio n  and s tra in  
energy* Bond energies may be obtained from molecules free  
from conjugation s tra in  etc* so th a t the d ifference between 
the observed and calcu lated  values of heat of atom isation 
would give a measure of the conjugation or resonance energy 
i f  th is  d ifference is  p o sitive  and s tra in  i f  th is  is  negative* 
Ascent resu lts  on bond energies in  hydrocarbons was 
done by B e r n s t e i n ^ , he found values, Table 3* fo r the 
various'bonds of C-H and G-C bonds*
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Table 3
Bond type Bond energy of C-H bond k. <&JL.(fan-°£e..
ap5 CH* 99,49 _
-OH. 98.46
>0 ^  97.5?
^ 0 * 97.26
•p2 sCHg 103*0
H
M 102.3
Sand, energy of jfcS
*P5 * > - o $ 8 5 *4 |
.P2 cO -  C * 109*0
sp^-ep2 c -  o ' > 91*40
C -C  "
'from tbe values o f bond energy above I t  is  c lea r th a t 
the easiest bond to  break in  photolysis is  the C-C a&in chain 
bond follow ed by the C-C bond connecting the ^  carbon atoa and 
the bensene rin g f and then the C-H bond of the *  hydrogen aton.
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However9 there is  strong chemical evidence in  favour 
of the breaking of C-H bond of the ot carbon atom in  the 
in itia tio n  reaction* This is  supported by e*s*r* spectra 
of Ganna Irra d ia tio n  of polystyrene by F lo rin  e t e l. (53)
They found no strong h f in te ra c tio n  between the ra d ica l and 
a&in chain hydrogens* I f  th is  were so, the width of the bands 
in  the e*8*r* spectrum of poly ( trideutoostyrene)
would be reduced to  about one th ird  of its  value in  
undeutmemated polystyrene, also in  place of three peaks, the 
deutsreaated compound would contain fiv e *
The p rin c ip le  h f in te rac tio n  is  w ith the two rin g  
hydrogens in  the ortho position* Positions other than ortho 
are excluded by the fa c t th a t poly (p -  deutrostyrene) and 
poly (a  -  m ethylstyrene) also have the common e*s*r« spectrum 
of irra d ia te d  polystyrene* The spectrum of irra d ia te d  poly 
(2,5 dichlorostyrene) is  d iffe re n t, thus the whole d is trib u tio n  
of the fre e  electron  wave function is  a ltered *
From thermal degradation data which w ill be discussed 
la te r  i t  is  also noted th a t ortho sub stitu tio n  by methyl groups 
affected  the ra te  o f degradation to  the greatest extent*
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Overlapping of the p oroital of the * carbon, with the 
have function of the ortho aethyl group in  the bensene rin g  
nay cause a reduction in  the energy needed to  fo ra  the 
rad ical th e * p o sitio n .
The energy associated w ith ^537 A rad ia tio n  
( 112 k . c a l./a o le ) is  s u ffic ie n t to  break a ll  of these bonds 
b. Secondary Processes
Kargin and h is cowork.ver (5k) who found that irra d ia tin g
polystyrene w ith dosages of high energy rad ia tio n  greater
than 2500 M. rads, the contours of two bands in  the in fra -re d
<*1spectrun a lte red  markedly, shoulders appearing a t 675 ca
—1 —1 on the very intense TOO ca band and a t 825 ca on the weak
band a t 840 ca"1 . Absorption in  the 825 and 675 cm~1 regions
occur in  the spectra of compounds containing double bonds of
the type BGH •  CE  ^ (808 -  853 ca”1) and c is  BCH •  CHR,
(675 -  729 ca**1) (55)m arockes (5&) suggested the form ation
of conjugation in  the polystyrene backbone. The hypothesis
is  supported by the fa c t th a t double bonds of the type
KB » 0&2t formed in  th is  way* correspond to the bands a t
825 cm which is  present in  the spectrum or irra d ia te d
polystyrene.
a.
The formation of such"system involves a decrease in 
the number of C - H bonds in the polymer backbone9 
which in fact occurs, because the intensity of the 
C - H  bond at 1J?6 cm decreases.
A number of well defined £a*fee»e of the overall 
effect of irradiation on polystyrene must be accounts'!
<^t>v ^ *1 'VO
for the underotanding of the secondary reactions of the 
primarily formed radicals. Insolubility develops 
due to crosslimking, hydrogen is produced and the 
polystyrene discolours.
The most obvious explanation of development of 
insolubility is that the hydrogen atom liberated in the 
primary step removes from an adjacent molecule another 
hydrogen atom, to form molecular hydrogen. The two 
polymer molecule then combining to form a cross-linked 
polymer.
This Im plies th a t one hydrogen molecules Is  formed
44per c ro s s -lin k , but ?<fall and Brown found th a t the 
number of crosslinks formed in  polystyrene on 
irra d ia tio n  exceeds the number of H2 molecules lib e ra te d . 
They suggested th a t crosslinks can be formed without Hg 
production, by addition  of the hydrogen atom produced 
by rupture of the C - H  bond in  the polystyrene 
backbone, and the residual polymer chain across 
& double bond in  the bensene rin g  of a neighbouring 
molecule and forming a crosslink.
CHAPTER 4
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Oxidation 
Measurement of Hate
Polymer films of 0*007 inches in  thickness were 
oxidised in the apparatus described in  Chapter 2* Poly 
(2 , 4 , 6 trim eth y l styrene) film s  were too b r itt le  to 
handle, so they were cast on a glass surface and oxidised 
in this fora*
The progress of the reactions were followed by 
measuring the ris e  in  manometer liq u id  in  the limb connected 
to the compartment containing the film * The ris e  in  
manometer liq u id  can be correlated  to  oxygen absorption 
(Chapter 2)»
It was found th a t the ra te  during the f ir s t  few 
hours tended to be s lig h tly  variab le  and since in  any case 
the rates were re la tiv e ly  low i t  was found to be most 
convenient to  take an average ra te  over the f ir s t  24 hours 
of reactions* Typical resu lts  are given in  Table 4- and 
illustrated in pig* 3
2. Factors causing variation in the initial rates*
It is not clear why the rate of oxygen absorption is 
so variable initially, bat it nay be due to one or more 
of the following factors*
Table 4
Fhoto-oxidatian of p.«»a<,8* a t
Time. Manometer reading increment
(hour) (1 ) (2 ) <3)
1 99 74 63
2 37 63 61
5 96 46 57
4 96 48 44
5 35 36 40
6 37 40 36
7 36 44 35
3 96 36 36
9 35 36 34
10 33 37 35
11 3* 35 34
20 33 35 35
( per hour)
21 3* 3* 3t
22 36 30 35
23 33 30 38
24 32 at 35
25 27 29 32
fthea left overnight)
Figure 9
Hanoaeter reading 
increment X lO^on
10C
2420
Tine (  in  hour )
2812 16
Photo-oxidation of p.<K.a.s. a t 27 C. 
Three ty p ic a lly  good resu lts  of photo-oxidation. 
Curve 2 and 3 shoe' good agreeaent, hut curve J  shoes 
d evia tion . Hoeever by taking the average reading fo r  
24 hours ( or more ) the resu lts  are in  reasonable 
agreement.
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a« Formation of volatile products
Gaseous products are formed in the cell during 
oxidation and their volume would compensate or partially 
compensate for the volume of oxygen lost by polymer 
absorption and this sill result in an apparent deceleration 
in the rate of oxygen uptake.
It Is to be expected that a high proportion of the 
products mould be carbon dioxide and water, and these may 
be removed by the introduction of appropriate absorbents 
into the oxidation cell*
0*5 fie* of anhydrous magnesium perchlorate (Mo A* R* 
grade) to remove mater and roughly 0*5 fie* carbsorb (M. A* R. 
grade) to remove carbon dioxide mere introduced into the cell 
in a small beaker* Similar amounts mere put in the other 
to compensate for change in volume and to remove any mater 
vapour and carbon dioxide if they mere present* Obviously 
carbon dioxide and water vapour are formed since the rate is 
greater in presence of the absorbents* However, they do not 
in any may change the general shape of the reaction curve 
nor do the*improve the degree of reproducibility* These 
absorbents mere used in all subsequent experiments*
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■b* Diffusion
During react!on the polymer contains a c e rta in  
concentration of oxygen. This concentration nust be 
determined by the equilibrium  between the consumption of 
oxygen by the reaction  and the replacement of oxygen by 
d iffu s io n  from the oxygon atmosphere in  the reaction  o e ll«
In  Chapter 2 , (Section -  choice o f film  thickness) i t  has 
been shown th a t the ra te  of d iffu s io n  is  greater than the 
ra te  o f reaction  thus th is  is  not a d iffu s io n  contro lled  
reaction*
e . Seduction of Light In te n s ity *
I t  has been shown by Achhaamer e t e l. th a t carbonyl
and other unsaturated chronophores are formed on the chain
during the oxidation of polystyrene« Since these compounds
*
hare high extin ctio n  coefficients for 2537 A radiation, a 
b u ild  up of these on the surface would result in a considerable 
decrease in  in te n s ity  of rad ia tio n  reaching the bulk of the 
polymer* Thus the surface layer containing these highly  
absorbing groups would act as an in te rn a l f i l t e r  protecting  
the bulk o f the polymer from the ac tiva tin g  rad ia tio n * and
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this would bt ref loo tod la a diminished rate of oxidation*
d« formation of Inhibitors 
Radical reaetlon inhibitora like bensaldehyde are 
formed daring oxidation of polystyrene ^  This can 
suppress the ehaia aoiasion ehioh occurs daring oxidation, 
and it in probable that such oompouads can also retard the 
oxidation prooeae itself.
e. ftom Reaction Meohanism
It Has tMn shorn C W  > *■* 1,1 ttM* of
enmene the reaction of two peroxy radicals to yield an 
oxygen molecule occurs,
2 ROD' ----- > 02 ♦ BOOR,
It la possible that this effsot may also occur in 
polystyrene oxidation* It is reasonable to assume that the 
first layers of polymers are most subjected to oxidation 
bonnes they received most of the photons and they are in 
close contaet with oxygen*
Ph
4
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Is an active centre* 9he rate of production of 
active centre oan be given as
? • ka I. Ccr.
h* • n constant#
X • Intensity of radiation in 9insteln/oa
On • umber of anreaoted cc hydrogens per on* within tk
tblckness of 0*001 an*
Suppose 9 is the total number of noleooles of oxygen 
in gas phase* ehlch is of volime V. Shea the concentration 
of oxygen in
9/V soleculee/oc« ■ 0 
9he rate of oxidation can be expressed as
• k. I 0*
• K  X* Cm 0*
0* is steadily decreasing became once an active centre 
get oxidised it baconss a non-active oantre or a non 
initiating and propagating centre# 
lg. 2 BOO1 ~+ BOOR + 0^
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C can be assumed to be constant because the 
amount of o x y g e n used in the reaction is small compared 
to the available oxygen. Hence it can be concluded that 
the rate of oxidation decreases with the decrease of Coe
3. Affect of variables on rate of oxidation 
The effects of several variables on the rate of 
oxidation were investigated. The standard conditions of 
the reaction are, oxygen pressure 600 mm0 Hg« film 
thickness OoOO?", temperature 27 C* and distance between 
UoV. arc and film 8 cm. (which is regarded as 100% intensity) 0 
a0 Effect of oxygen pressure.
It has already been shown that for each rate of 
oxidation at a particular pressure 9 several oxidation 
experiments have to be carried out in order to get a good 
statistical average. However, this consumes a lot of 
laboratory time, hence it was decided to do one oxidation 
rate for each particular pressure, except for p»^o m. s« 
and polystyrene where several rates were averaged Tabled 
Figoiir't show the results of rate of oxidation against 
pressure of oxygen*
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Table 5.
Oxygen Prtottw Rate of oxidation 10** joWoi^Auwr
:«e. Hg). P'tt'ftaS? p.e. p.p.a.s. p .2 ,5  dl.SoS
600 17*30 8.95 12.60 13*92
500 16.56
too 13*35 10.21 1 1 .8 * 1 *.*5
500 7*89 11.05 11.72
200 8.06 8*5* 13*15 15*76
100 5*48 7*15 9*77 i* .a o
50 * .6 9 11.82
40
30 8*20
20 2*2 6o50 d.69
10 1*53 4.16
Proa these results It is dear tbat except for
the rate of oxidation of all tbe otber aaterlale are independ-
oat of 0x7900 pressure above approximately 50-100 at. Hg.
T»>i> la la agreement *ith tbe results of BollenA ^  ^  
sad B ftttaM . W  concluded tbat la general tbe mere difficult
aabsteaoes to oxidise aboeed little If any pressure dependence
above a fee as. fig* of oxygen*
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In  the cane of po«.a»8. i t l a  probable tbe CHp- O'****
Pfa
la  w ry  unstable and decoapoeea w ry  quickly to  stable non* 
ra d ic a l ooapounda i f  i t  does not iseed ia te ly  react tltb t an 
ox/gen eo lo c a le . Thus in  th is  oaae one could expect tike ra te  
of oxidation to  be dependant open tbe concentration o f oxygen 
to  anoh higher oxygen pressures.
b . e ffe c t of R adiation In te n n itie a .
The in te n s itie s  o f 2537 A ra d ia tio n  incident on tbs 
polyaer f i l e  was varied  by varying tbe a ro -fila  distance and 
tbe corresponding rates  of absorption o f oxygen sere obtained. 
Table 6 M g . 10, 11.
The graph shoes th a t the ra te  o f oxidation of p .or.n .s. 
and polystyrene is  proportional to  the in te n s ity  o f ra d ia tio n .
Table 6 
In te n s ity  of rad ia tio n
2Bate in  nole/on /hour
p .8.
100* 1.73 x ID"? 0>90 x 10“7
0 ,97  x 10”7 0 .78  x 10~7
0 .76  *  10*7 0.31 x 10”7
20
lilittw toWMlty.
F i g W  11
2
1
0
15o?
SiUtln Intensity.
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The ra te  is  thus a f ir s t  oraer function of in ten s ity * 
This indicates th a t there are no excess active rad icals  
uaattacfced by oxygen because i f  th is  were so then the ra te  
would be independent of the rad ia tio n  in ten s ity * 
c* The Quantum Y ie ld
The quantise y ie ld * 4  , fo r th is  reaction can be defined
Using rates of oxidation obtained as in  F ig* 12,13,14,15*16
and the quanta output of the lamps quoted -■ , the
follow ing values of quantum y ie ld  shown in  Table 7 were obtained.
Table 7
lumber of eineteins of 2537 A quanta absorbed/c a^/sec
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Polymer Rate of oxidation
2mole/on /hour
quantum Y ie ld
p * * .a .s .
polystyrene
p«po*»s»
p*2,5
p«2,7,6 m*e6
1.75 x 1 0 ^
0„90 X 10-7 
1.20 x 10"7 
1.48 x 10“7 
2.10 x 10*7
1.54 x 10~2 
0.83 x 10“2 
1.07 x 10"2 
1.32 x 10“2 
1.87 x 10“2
Picture 12 
p .of* 11* e .
d x tia tio n  ra teo 7
g por oar/hoor X lO 'a o l*
a 6040 50302010
Oxygftn pressure ( la  o« Hg )
1S
Polystyrene
QBd4atl«i Bata X 10?aolo 
*  par ea? / hoar
1 e
*  •  -
o
-0
o i5 So 30 35 5o 60
0K78M preaeare(oa gg)
.Figure 14
Poly(2,4,6 trimethyl styrene).
7
Oxidation rate X 10'mole 
2
per^cm ./..hour
©
20 30 40 30
Oxygen pressure (cm Hg)
Figure 13>
Poly(2.3 dimethyl styrene).
Rate o£ oxidation X 10'nole  
per ca /hour.
  1   a*
©
"3o 36 35 55 55"
Oxygen pressure (oa Hg )
o 1 iET
Figure 16
Poly-para methyl styrene*
Oxidation ra te  X 10^mole
2per on /hour*___________
26 3o 45 55 So
Oxygen pressure ( on Hg )
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The low value of leas than u n ity  obtained in  •sob ossa 
indicates that the oxidation o f polystyrene sad other
substituted itfMnts do aot proceed by a ohain molltti*
&• E ffe c t o f y i l i  t t ic lm n  
Zt is  kaoRA th a t boeaaso of the high extin ctio n  o o atfio ian t 
a t 2J97 a absorption o f the incident rad ia tio n  is  alnost 
oonplets aoross a f i l s  0.01 an* tb ie k . fiance the g reater p art 
of the photo-oxidation w ill take place in  a 0.01 an. la jrer o f 
polyaer adjacent to  the illu a in a te d  surface, the bnlk of the 
polyaer being re la tiv e ly  unaffected. V ilas  used in  a ll  the 
experlaaats are o f 0.007* th io k  which is  equal to  0*085 on. 
th ic k  or 0 .29  an. th ic k .
However, In  order to  ovoid an / doubt th a t the f i le  
thickness n ight e ffe c t the ra te  o f oxidation an caperiaoat w ith  
p a u n .s . w ith  d iffe re n t thickness was node. She re s a lts  are 
shown in  ta b le  8 .
Table 8
SSEB E
n m u s n t s of « M * U w  10r *ol»/hom
oj/ao
0*007 iM lM
0.014 •
17.30
17.90
17.70
S8ASS&J2
0 top tar 5
1. Tto — ctoniam of tto oxidation reaction. 
a* ftitry Processes 
It h b  ahota la 0 top tar 3 that tto high vacuum 
irradiation of polystyrene with 2537 A quanta leads to tto 
fission, of tertiary 0~S bonds, that is
* She racoon irradiation of p.«(.«.8» results in chain 
scissions sith tto production of aonoaers and a range of 
volatile products sainly bansans and hydrogen.
In tto presence of oxygen solacules it is expected 
that the life tins of these radicals is such shorter due to 
ooablaatlon vlth oxygen,
b. Secondary Processes 
She radicals produced in tto primary initiation process 
sill oontoiae sith oxygen to form tto corresponding radicals.
Before dlsosssing farther it is advantageous to coapare
• o
fifi f - ♦ R + H
TO*
®®2
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tbe m o l t s  of pbotoljrais ana photo-oxidAtloo. Ia photolyaie 
tbe soltir of aolee of tolttils prodoota was aeaeared* for 
ever? aslseols of ludrogia produced it m o  eboea that overall 
o ff oat la Itiat a croee-link m i bo produoed;
P P
I I
♦ ■ 0 f t  ♦ Bg
fh
or a double bond formed*i
^  QHg •• O * CBg *• C ■■ OH + Hg
It f t
Xa its preeeaoe of <x*jg*a theae reactions are llkelj to
• j „ . .a vn ^ w  4, h 
f% 2fc
■  ♦ o ^ -*
Ste x tn ltta g  radloale aay s itte r tn tn r  t e l  otter 
or ( te n e t ta r te r  te w e n  c ten  tim  tte  poi^wr ate tew  
M td d te  test WNBto to  a oteta proem*.
Comparison ot rotoe o f p h o to ljrtl* o A  oxidation gtm  
t te  ra tio s  t e n  in  h b l*  9 . tetoooa tte  am ber o f aolooolos 
o f « n n  aboorto d daring pboto-axidatlaa aad tte  a w te r of 
■olooalte of w l i t l U  n o to ria l m i t e  darlag p iM to lpsls,
M o . of ndooBloo of Oo otaorbod/soe 
Palmar B n  , ■ ■■■ .n ,A , -
Bo. of aoloonlos Tolat l loo ovolvod/ooc.
) M M <  18
fgifwlytmm  26
jtly 8»> teteqwa w  t)
t e r  p *a* f l t p m  as
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t o  explain h a m  tin oxygon aoloouleo are boiag Mtd 
la ma t h , quantity thor# ar# tb#a# possibilities •
1% A high xml# of roeoablnatioa of Ilk# 8* and A *  
mdloala daring photolysis ahiob la not ao groat darlag 
oxidation has anas of tlia coapotition of tba raooablnatioa 
Maotloaa «dLtb lk« raaotloa of ttea# ralioala sltb oxygon.
ffeda also explains tba apparent loo quanta* ylald of 
pfaotolysi* fUot la of tba ordor of 10*^ co#par#d altb tba 
qaanfcu* jlald of photo-oxidation ablob la of tba ardor of
11* 81no# It baa b##n sho*n tbat tba only significant 
products of oxidation ar# GOg and it any b# tbat otbor 
posslbls prlaary prodnote of oxidation aoob aa foraaldohyd# 
or Dsmaldshydo a m  bring furtbar oadLdla#d so tbat Mlatimly 
lavs# aaounto of oxygon aoold b# roquirad.
ill. finally largo valuta of B la Snbla 9 aoold naturally 
folio# If a ohaln proooss, aa illuatratad in tba aaohanlaa 
abort* ##s# oooi&Lag during oxidatloa*
» baa boon obaamad Mat araaa»llnleina also oaaara 
twrla* wMittw. H U  m b  XMtfil? U  wpHI— < la t e a  
of Mnalamlar aoaMaatloa of obala radlaala for m g l o *
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2h ‘ — » H - a
a * ♦ bo£ — ► boob
BOg 4 80 *^ — » BOOB ♦ 0^
la p««<A»8. the ratio of number of aoleoules of 0x7900 
absorbed to tba number of aoleoules of volatiles produced is 
n a b  waller than la tbe styrene family, bat those two oases 
are not strictly ooqsrable heeaoae it is known that 
Irradiation of p*«*a.s» by 2537 A radiation results in main 
chain mission ratter than G-H hood soisalont while the two 
Ions chain radicals thus famed will still he capable of 
reacting with oxygen tba characteristic of this and tba 
raooabinatlon anst ha qnlte different than tba polyatyxyl 
radicals*
2. ffw^ioe of Oxidation
One to tba aany possible reaction paths the overall 
photo-oo&datlott reaction oast he very ooqplioated. However, 
la the early stages of the reaction, in which these studies 
have bean aada, tte rata of reaction «dJL, ha given approximately
*1,
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V • k I CUO. 
la ntftieh k i a a  constant.
X Is tte Intensity of radiation and 
Oac is tte concentration of hyflnoy »  at— s 
/M? of O.OI —  • ttiet polyaer* of tte etyrans f— fly.
Xa OM^pte»Sit tele dll bo tte  ooacontvatlon of 
0* ~ ty bands yea erf* of 0.01 an. thick p^*a«a«
0 in tte aansaat— tion of oxygen. It noat be ateitted 
that this en— tl—  represents —  q n r d a p )  If ioetloa. It does 
net take into aoeoant tte oxidation prodnots shloh cannot be 
abeorbed by tte absorbents* and it does not gin alloeanns 
for volatilea like hydrogen being glTen off. Certainly these 
kinds of products till opset tte  — asored oxygen optahe rate 
if they are appreciable, i t  is fair to aesune that these 
prodnets are — all in comparison slth tte eoln—  of oxygen
COSOTDMe
It h M  b..n otawni that th. rat. is first aster with 
msptot t. rsdiatias istsssity m A  also th. rat. is latepwteat 
Of "TTII—  I C N M M  for { E M M t W  ikon JO tr 100 as. IB*
M ar (scaH tpi styrw s) is  m  s s ig tts u  a t th is  saw
i
ttt nt< of nwtlan it t function at oxjrtSM g r u w w  «• 
HhoM is Figaro 12* Bomtct -i-1 “<j ttutt tti xoto is 
g l m  i m n U j  tr tto rolatianobip
Boto - k*Pq 
ttM Ug>toto - Log.K t iog.Pj
fti reaalte in flflm 12 are replotted la Figaro 12a 
aoootding to tte above equatioo far ohich it **p te dodoood
ttet oC m
t e  iadepeteeaoe o f ra te  aa preeeure i t e t  t te t  a teto  
a o o rta la  eoooeatratloo o f oaqrgaa t te  roaetloae
ft ♦ a> ---- - BOO*
a te  B 't  0^ | — » BOO* are 100* e ffio la a t#
Xa tte  caaa o f p««»*«8* t te  ra te  o f oodLdatloa la  aery 
each liairoaaed by tea laoxaaaa o f oxygen s m w u a ^
ffcjg la probable dna to tte abort life t&oa of ^
CBx Ai 3
Ofl^  -  C ^  radloala9 ao that ttelr otter poaalbla 
Pb
raaatltea oaa ooapet* etfftetuelp *lte tte roaotloa alte
figure 12a
PM.U.8.
log.B ete (10^M l«/eas/hour)
0 1 2 i
log*(Preeeure o f oxygen). (  aa Hg).
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E ffe c t g f methyl substitu tion  on ease of oxidation
I t  la  in te re s t lag  to  consider the influence of rin g  
eu h etittttlo n  on the ra te  o f oxidation of polystyrene*
The l i l t s  are given in  the f ir e t  roe in  Table 10
fab le  10
Bates (x  10^) of oxidation of rin g  substituted polystyrene < 
Polystyrene. p» •  aofcfaj^ l*b p«^|4|6
0 .9  1 .2  1 .5  2.1
0 .9  ♦ 0 .3  0 .9  ♦ 0 .6  0 .9  ♦ 1 .2
0 .9  X 10T? to  be the basic ra te  of oxidation of
V
unsubstituted polystyrene 9 the increase of ra tes  due to
sub stitu tio n  are illu s tra te d  in  the second row of the tab le  o
Banco the c o n trib u tio n  of the various possible substitu tion
position  in  the polystyrene molecule nay be e as ily
calculated aa follow s*
0.4$
0.15
Y N i th is vs if*1* conclude *& a t ortb° m M I M I m  b u
thi o. oorVlatloa. W *  b u n ,  la Mat
ptBbiblf • raflaetlo. of tto safe. of ialtlatloa a€ a d d a tio o ,
tto* l*i tto offoot *r wttitto l* taatai tto p d u r p  radics
*
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THERMAL DEGRADATION.
Introduction.
Interest in the thermal degradation of polymers
has existed since these materials began to be exploited
commercially. This led to an interest in the chemistry
of these degradation processes and to the publication
( 66 )of a number of monographs on the subject^ v j %
Degradation of a polymer molecule may occur as a 
result of various agencies, both chemical (eg* oxygen
V
or ozone ) and physical ( light, ultrasonic, heat ) 9 
In this chapter degradation by heat will be discussed.
The synthetic organic polymers have a limited temperature 
resistance ( a few hundred degree centigrade ) due to 
the properties of C - C and C - H bonds which they contain. 
Thermal degradation processes of polymers can be divided 
into two main classes, namely, depolymerisation or chain
scission and substituent or non-chain-scission reactions.
}
The depolymerisation reaction is characterised by the 
breaking of the main polymer chain back-bone so that at 
any intermediate stage the reaction products are similar
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chemically to the parent materiale
This kind of reaction can be described in terms of some 
or all of the following primary steps,
1) Random Initiation. Mn Pj + Pn-j.
2) Terminal Initiation. Mn — > Pn~1 + P1.
3) Depropagation Pi * Pi-1 v II1 =
4) Transfer Pi + Mn Mi + Pj + Mn~1.
5) Termination Pi + Pj — * Mi * Mj or Mi+o Q
in which P and M represent respectively a long chain
radical and a dead polymer molecule, -The subscripts
represent the number of monomer units in P or Mo
In thermal degradation, when the temperature of the
molecule is raised, the vibration of the atoms within it
increases, A temperature will ultimately be reached at
which the weakest bonds in the molecule will break,
65The weak bond can be due to oxygenated structures ^ 
arising during polymerisation process or in subsequent 
weathering of the polymer*
The weak bond can also due to the fact that different 
C - C bonds have different strengths and the weakest 
carbon-carbon bonds can be ejected to break preferentially*
of relative bond strengths- to be used as a guide.in 
deciding which bonds in too polyzaer chain are likely 
to break first.
where C — C represents the bond under discussion.
If a radical stabilised by delocalisation can be 
achieved by scission of a bond then that bond will also
V
constitutes a point of weakness in the chain ego 
a bond beta to a double bond in the chain,
Q -—. Q — 0 « C —?-vfC + C — G C *" C 'v*
In a perfectly regular chain structures such as that of 
polymetbylene, these; scissions will take place in a 
purely random fashion, sine© each carbon-carbon in the 
chain is equivalent.
Terminal initiation occurs in the particular situation 
in which the terminal structures incorporate bonds which 
which are weaker than those in the body of the chain. 
Random initiation occurs with poly<x methyl styrene,
G 'V
G
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( Brown and Wall ^ )  and in case of poly-methyl-methacrylate 
chain ends initiation predominates.( Grassie and Melville ) 
Transfer involves a transfer of radical activity from 
one site to another, usually involving the movement of 
a hydrogen atom or some others atomsQ
This process can occur within a polymer molecule ( intra­
molecular transfer) or between two molecules ( intermolecular 
transfer) for example:
Intermolecular transfer ~--------------- H
~ C H 2-  GH’ + -CHX - CH2- C - CH2- CHXr'
i  i  *
^ CHg- CHgX + -CHX - CH2 C - CH2- CHX —
I *
v CH2- Cfiyc + ~CHX - CEg- C * Cfi2 + *CHX ~
X
Intramolecular transfer:
H-----------------------------
~ CHX - CHg- CHX - 6 - CHX - CHg- CHX‘
|  k
-CHX - CH^- CHX - 0 - CHX - CHg- CH^X 
• ^
v. CHS - CH2 ♦ CHX - CH - CH2- CHgX.
The result in both cases is the formation of one saturated 
end, one unaatur&ted end, and a nee free radical*
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69toail and Strauss suggested that branching of polymer chains 
will result in an increase in intramolecular hydrogen 
transfer over intermolecular transfer since the close 
approach of the radical and hydrogen atom which is required 
for transfer is blocked in the intermolecular case by 
steric repulsion from side groups«,
In the case of the styrene family of polystyrene the transfer 
is mainly intermolecular transfer of the c* hydrogen atoms 
and this transfer is responsible for the production of
dimer, trimer and tetramer.
H ------------------i
✓wCHg-CH-CHg-C-CH^ CH - CH^ - CH*
i i 1 i
C6H5 C6H5 °6H5 C6H5
—  CHg-CH° + GHp« C - CHp- CH - CHp- CH2
I 1 1 1
°6H5 °6B5 °6H5 °6H5
Substitution of the hydrogen by methyl groups suppresses 
the transfer completely as in poly setyl styrene which 
produces 100# monomer on pyrolysis. Substitution of the 
hydrogen atoms by deuterium atoms results in an increase 
in yield of monomer from 42# to 70# at the expense of the 
larger fragments because of the partial suppression of the
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transfer. However methyl substitution in the ring 
has only a small effect o
Experimental
The apparatus in Figure 22 was developed by Dr.I.C .Mctfeil 
in this department. It enables the pressure of the 
volatile products from thermally degrading polymer 
to be cantinbusly measured as the temperature rises 
at a constant rate.
The samples used were in the form of a film.
This was placed in a cylindrical pyrex tube with a flat 
base which in turn was placed in a linear programmed 
temperature oven as shown in the diagram.
The rate of temperature rise for these experiments was 
adjusted to 10°G per minute . The pressure of volatile 
products of degradation was measured by pirani gauge 
connected to a recorder.
zThe temperature inside the cylindrical pyrex tube 
was calibrated against the temperature in the oven.
Hence the temperature inside the cylindrical pyrex tube 
can be deduced from the oven temperature»
Figure 22
0 - linear temperature programmed oven, P - polymer, 
C - cylindrical pyrex tube «itb flat base,
B - cooling block, H - piranl head, Q - plroni gauge, 
B - roe order, T - liguid *2 trap.
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Figure 19
200#C
IflortaaiAg temperature.
Temperature prograeaed degradation of poljr-pare- eethyl- 
stjrene.
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Temperature prograaaed degradation of 
poly ( 2f4 ,6  trim ethyl styrene )
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Pigure 21
Increasing temperature*
Temperature programmed degradation of 
poly ( 2,5 dimethyl styrene )*
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Summary
Both the three ilhold temperature at which degradation 
of the polymer occurs and the temperature of the rate 
maximum indicate the following order of thermal 
stability of these substituted polystyrene*
p . * .  m»s < p .2f5 m. s .<  p .2 ,4 ,6  m.s. <  p.p.m .s. < p .s .
From the general s im ila rity  of the shapes of these 
degradation curves the nature of the reaction  is  c le a rly  
s im ila r*
o It is of interest that this is a different order from 
that obtained from photo-oxidation stability althought 
in both cases polystyrene turns out to be the most stable.
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COLOURATION
Introduction,
Colouration of polystyrene due to exposure to sun light 
can be a most undesireable property from the industrial 
and commercial point of view.
This has always been associated with oxidation until
/J -y
recently Grassie and weir7** found that colouration
o
can also occur by irradiating polymers in vacuum with 2Jj>37 A 
radiationo This was explained by the formation of conjugated 
carbon-carbon double bonds in the polymer backbone due
V
to abstraction by the primarily formed hydrogen atom of
a hydrogen atom on the adjacent carbon atom in the same chain.
Achhammer^ suggested that the colour of oxidised
polystyrene was due to quinomethanes produced by reaction
of the polystyryl radical in an alternative cononical form.
y.Q 40 h i
Vkall and his coworker^’ * suggested that the ohromophores
are closely related to benzal&cetophenone of which hydro-
42peroxide ia the precursor. Grassie suggested that 
since the rate of colouration in presente and absence 
of oxygen are comparable and the principle characteristics 
are similar, it seems more probable that the hydroperoxide 
would decompose by way of a six-aembered ring transition 
state. These have been explained in page 8*9 andiO.
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Experimentale 
Tiie extent of colouration of polymers films was 
measured by the increase in absorbtion at 4400 A 
by the use of a EoKoL® Spectra colourimeter. Because tbe 
sample cell of the apparatus does not transmit light 
of 2537 A, the films were attached to the windows of the 
coIIl. holder by means of $ellotape»
The holder with films of different polymers was irradiated 
with 2537 A. The absorption at 4400 A was measured from time 
to timeo All experiments were carried~at room temperature <>
Figure 23
1 2  3 4 5 6
TDKBy HOURS.
(1 ) -  polystyrene, (2 ) -  poly para methyl styrene f 
(3) - poly(2,5 dloetHyl atynuxe),
( * )  -  p o ly (2 ,4 ,6  t r lM th jl a tjra o t),
(5 ) “ p*w«m«s«
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SUMMARY*
It is clear from the data in figure 2J that poly** me thy 1- 
styrene colours at the slowest rate. This is expected 
since in the case, if the suggested mechanism of 
colouration is correct, methane rather than hydrogen 
would have been been liberated and thus, bearing the 
mechanism in mind, should be a more difficult process.
As it has been shown in photo-oxidation that chain­
scission occurs in case of polymethyl styrene*
The tendencies of the ring substituted styrene to colour 
are rather similar to polystyrene although in contrast 
with bhe thermal and photo-oxidative stability , 
polystyrene is least colour stable.
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